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Bodmin Beacon is owned and managed by 
a partnership of Bodmin Town Council

and Cornwall Council; funding is also 
provided by Natural England.

people, wildlife & history
Bodmin Beacon is on a map of 1699, and in the distant 
past – before the Anglo-Saxons came - it probably 

had a proper Cornish name. Maybe those Celts 
lit a signalling fire – a beacon – to tell folk that a 

Welshman – Petroc – was in town? More likely they 
would have lit a fire to warn that Vikings had invaded 

Padstow – again!

The Beacon has been owned by Bodmin for a 
very long time. Nowadays Bodmin Town Council 
and Cornwall Council work together to manage the 

Beacon for everyone to enjoy – and that includes the 
wildlife too! So you’ll find the picnic field is full of wild 
flowers in summer. But while you enjoy your picnic, 
and the view, scores of butterflies will be having their 
drink – nectar – from the flowers. Listen very carefully 

and you might hear the messy ones slurping!



and the Beacon’s 
noisy summer

visitors come back!

Close your eyes 
 and listen!

when the
living ain’t easy

if you’ve got 
hungry chicks 

to feed!

and the Beacon
welcomes 

out-of-season 
visitors -

some have 
flown in from 

far away

season of mists 
and mellow 
fruitfulness -

and pink 
ballerinas!



Answers:

Below are some points of interest. And if you
go to the Monument you can enjoy the view
– and identify places near and far by using 
the names round the edge of this sheet.

Look out for the quiz! There are interesting
things for all ages to find out! (Answers to all 
the questions at the bottom, upside down!)

 1. This is the main entrance to the Beacon. 
There’s lots of information on the site panel 
and a wealth of interesting wildlife to look out 
for on the seasonal panel. What’s the plinth 
made of?

 2. This area is a patch of heathland,
with heather, purple moor grass 
and some gorse. If farmers don’t
graze heathland it quickly turns 
to scrub. In the past there 
were cattle here, but now it 
is maintained by people 
and machines.

 3. Gorse! When gorse is out of
flower, kissing is out of fashion.
So in which months doesn’t 
gorse flower? You’ll notice the
patches of gorse are at different
heights: different creatures like 
gorse of different ages so a new 
patch of gorse is cut each year. 

 4. The Victorians played cricket matches on Beacon
Field. And it was also used for summer camp 
by the militia, and more recently for exercises 
during World War II when a couple of thousand
Americans soldiers were stationed in Bodmin 
before D-Day. Bob Hope, a very famous 
American singer, film star and comedian, 
performed at the barracks in 1943. 
The Americans dug trenches on 
the Beacon but they have all 
been filled in.

 5. The hollow Monument can be seen for miles
around. It’s made of granite from Bodmin 
Moor. The wrestling ring dates back 
to Victorian times. Some contests 
drew thousands of spectators. Billy 
Fish was a prize Cornish wrestler of 
the early 20th century. 

 6. The picnic field is full of flowers in Summer, 
and insects too. There’s lots of yellow rattle – 
why has it got this strange name? 
Yellow rattle is a parasite which sucks 
the goodness out of grasses and 
this helps the wild flowers.

 7. Two fields are planted with crops which will 
feed birds throughout the year – a real birds’ 
deli! Can you guess how far away the colour 
from the wildflowers in these fields can be 
seen in summer?

 8. The footpath on the edge of the field leads
down to St Guron’s Way and on to Bodmin 
College and the Dragon Leisure Centre.

 9. Beacon Wood was planted by local people in
1994. In the ‘rides’ between the trees you may
see lots of butterflies, and at dusk the bats come
out to catch the moths. We have a bat and 
moth night every year so why don’t 
you join us to help find out 
what’s flying in the Bodmin area?

 10. Wildlife Wood is a place for
wildlife: no people, no dogs! 
In Spring and early Summer 
the wood is full of birdsong, 
and nesting birds. Thousands
of caterpillars are collected 
by the parents to feed their 
chicks. And there are still 
enough left to produce 
all the butterflies and moths 
you can see on the Beacon!

 11. You may see a small covered
water reservoir among the 
trees. The hedge on your
right is not a typical Cornish 
hedge, unlike the one on your 
left. Can you tell why?

1. Granite

3. None!
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From the Monument, look back towards the car park and then try to find the other localities shown around the edge.

6. Walk through the picnic field when the rattle 
has seeds, and listen for the answer.

7. We have never measured it but it is definitely 
more than a mile!

11. A typical Cornish hedge has a stone-faced earth 
core, with bushes and trees growing out of the 
top. The other hedge is managed in a 
midland style.
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everywhere with footprints on 
the map is yours to enjoy!

There’s also a marked trail – the Butterfly 
Walk. Just follow the arrows for one mile. 
Or use the shorter easy-access route to 

the Monument and the picnic field.
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